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Abstract
Computer assisted language learning (CALL) becomes more realistic and motivating for learners through introduction of humanoid robots. A robot assisted language learning (RALL) system is expected to provide an immersive environment for a second language (L2) learner to prepare for real face-to-face communication. We are developing a joining-in type RALL system using two humanoid robots, one playing the role of a teacher and the other playing the role of an advanced peer learner. The interaction between the two robots and learner is designed to smoothly switch between two learning modes, that is, tutoring and implicit learning, for effective language learning. In this paper, we measured the effect of implicit learning with repetitive queries quantitatively with 37 learners divided into two groups with and without interaction for implicit learning. The experimental results showed that the repetitive queries of specific grammatical expressions consistently improved the correct use of the expressions, and the improvement was significantly greater when the peer learner robot presented an answer for implicit learning compared with when there was no assistance from the robot.
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1. Introduction
Today’s globalization has made communication in a second language (L2) an everyday matter for a large number of people. Computer assisted language learning (CALL) is expected to be supplementary for self-learning of L2. In accordance with technical advances in automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural language processing (NLP), CALL systems are further expected to support various aspects of language learning, such as pronunciation, stress and accents, lexical choices, idioms and expressions, and grammatical rules. To train general oral skills for communicating in L2, various dialogue-based CALL systems have been proposed, such as SCILL [1], SPELL [2], DEAL [3], POMY [4], and DISCO [5].

A RALL system has a physical presence that a learner must be aware of while responding to the system. Physical presence was reported to be effective in increasing cognitive learning gains [10]. A RALL system introduces nonverbal modalities such as gestures, nodding, and face tracking into the interaction. Those modalities raise the level of experience closer to a realistic, and to let learners prepare for the real face-to-face communication, robot-assisted language learning (RALL) systems have been proposed [6], [7], [8], [9].

To make such a dialogue-based CALL system more attractive and realistic, and to let learners prepare for the real face-to-face communication, robot-assisted language learning (RALL) systems have been proposed [6], [7], [8], [9].

In terms of a learning effect, one-on-one tutoring by a skilled instructor is believed to be the best way to learn a L2 [11], [12]. On the other hand, a learner should be exposed to various learning styles like in a classroom. Though a classroom often has the problem of having too many students to give each of them enough chances to communicate with the teacher, a student repeats after the teacher, answers questions, receives correction sometimes, and also learns by viewing the interaction between other students and the teacher. Occasionally, students are asked to collaborate on a more complex task and present their thoughts or ideas on the task. Such a combination of tutoring from a teacher and implicit learning from peer learners is considered effective in learning various aspects of communication in L2. An experimental study reported the effect of accompanying an assistive robot with a human teacher in a L2 classroom for children [13]. Children with the teacher and robot learned and retained more vocabulary than children with only the teacher. On the other hand, another study examined how the social behaviours of a social robot affect child second language learning [14]. Though children showed significant improvement between pre- and post-test in both conditions, the difference of high and low verbal availability made no additional gain.

The combination of tutoring from a teacher and implicit learning from peer learners can be simulated with robots in a clear manner. That is, a learner receives tutoring when a robot asks a question or corrects the learner directly, and the learner learns implicitly when a robot similarly interacts with another robot. Giving some examples, the interaction between robots can provide hints to make a response or simply show a model answer. Robots can even entertain or relax the learner to facilitate spontaneous speaking. Furthermore, it is possible to measure the effect of tutoring and implicit learning by automatically evaluating learner responses through the interaction with robots.

In terms of feasibility, effective implicit learning helps not only the learners but also ASR of L2 speech. Generally, recognizing L2 speech is a challenge even for state-of-the-art ASR engines because L2 speech contains various levels of pronunciation, lexical, syntactic, and semantic errors. For these challenges, implicit learning helps regulate learner utterances. The interaction between robots is expected to encourage learners to use expressions similar to those used by robots.

On the basis of this concept, we previously proposed a novel joining-in type RALL system that uses two humanoid robots for Japanese to learn English [15], [16], [17]. One robot plays the role of a teacher and the other plays the role of an advanced peer learner. Though it is not easy to realize truly flexible learning, a typical form of implicit learning is to borrow a useful expression from what a peer learner uses. We designed several scenarios involving two robots and a learner that let the learner listen to the interaction between the robots and learn useful expressions from the interactions. In this paper, we designed
2. Joining-in type robot assisted language learning system

2.1. System configuration

The system is configured with two humanoid robots. The robots are set on a table, forming a triangle with a learner sitting at the table. A snapshot is shown in Figure 1. We use two NAO robots. NAO is equipped with the basic functionalities of speech output, sound production, automatic speech recognition, face tracking, and gesture making. One robot plays the role of a teacher, and the other plays the role of an advanced peer learner. When a robot speaks, it turns its face to whom it is addressing to make it clear for the learner. When a robot speaks to the other robot, the addressed one turns its face to the addressing one, too. Two robots are distinguishable with their voice, and they do not show any visual cues such as light when they speak.

The robots are currently operated in Wizard-of-Oz method because the system is under development and we are collecting a learner corpus on how learners respond to questions and how they behave with the RALL system for further development of a fully automated system. We used recorded speech for speech output from the robots because the scenario is mostly fixed with a limited variation in responses.

2.2. Scenario with focus on specific expressions

After a couple of prototypes [16, 17], we designed a 10-minute long scenario focusing on three specific English grammatical expressions. A part of the dialogue along with the scenario is listed in Table 1. The scenario has a natural dialogue flow to let learners concentrate on the dialogue. A variety of questions that are prompted with the specific English grammatical expressions and expected to be answered with the expressions are asked repeatedly. Specifically, a total of fifteen kinds of questions are asked to the learner with the expectation that the learner will answer them by using three types of expressions that they have been prompted to focus on. That is, five kinds of questions are prepared for each expression. The three expressions are answering of negative questions, passive voice and a causative verb, all of which are difficult for Japanese learners to use correctly. The five questions for each grammatical expression are listed in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4. To measure the effect of simple repetitive training, the scenario can be repeated.

The scenario has a flexibility of responses which can be switched depending on the learner’s input. For example, the robot is able to repeat the question, or present a sample answer followed with repeating the question if a learner could not respond to the robot, or just pass the current question and continue the scenario in case the learner could not answer at all.

3. Design of experiment for measuring effect of repetitive queries and implicit learning

3.1. Setting of learner groups

To measure the effect of repetitive queries and implicit learning quantitatively, all participants are divided into two groups: a control group and an experimental group. The baseline performance without implicit learning is measured with the control group, and the effect of implicit learning is measured as the difference of the control group and experimental group. Participants of both groups experience the same scenario consisting of fifteen questions but with a different query order.

The order is set as follows. To the control group, the teacher robot always asks a question to a human learner first. To the experimental group, the teacher robot asks a question to the peer learner robot first, and the peer learner robot responds to the question in such a way that the human learner can refer to the

Table 1: Part of scenario involving two robots and learner. (L: learner, R1: teacher robot, R2: peer learner robot)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>speaker</th>
<th>listener</th>
<th>utterance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>When is your birthday?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>My birthday is November twenty seven.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Ok.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>What were you given for birthday present last year?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>An Itunes card.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>I see.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>When is your birthday?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>My birthday is May third.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Ok.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>What do you think your mother will be given by your father for mother’s day?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>I think my mother will be given a necklace by my father.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>That’s great.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>What do you think your mother will be given by your father for mother’s day?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>I think my mother will be given flower.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
expression, but the content itself is not applicable to the human learner’s response as it is. Then, the teacher robot asks the question to the human learner second. To compare the performance of the two groups in a fair condition, the first and fifth questions of each expression are asked to the human learner first, and their performance is measured with the questions. The query order for the two groups are summarized in Table 5.

3.2. Two measures for quantifying learning effect

To evaluate the learners’ responses in two aspects: correctness in grammatical rules and appropriateness in choice of words and expressions, two measures, expression dependent measure and BLEU score, are computed on the learners’ responses.

3.2.1. Expression dependent subjective measure

To measure how many of the participants use a certain expression correctly, we set an expression-dependent criterion for the correct use of each grammatical rule, and judged if each utterance uses the expression correctly or not. For the expressions expected to be used for answering, we set the criteria listed below.

- “Yes” and an affirmative sentence or “No” and a negative sentence for answering of a negative question. Answering with only “Yes” or “No” is not counted as correct.
- A copula and the past participle of a verb in this order for passive voice.
- The causative verb “have”, an object and the plain infinitive of a verb in this order for a causative verb.

On the based of the counts of the correct use of the expressions, an expression-dependent ratio of correct use of expression is calculated with equation (1).

\[
rc = \frac{\text{Correct}}{\text{Total}} \quad (1)
\]

where \( r_c \) denote the count of correct use and \( c_{\text{total}} \) the total count, respectively. This measure shows the ratio of correct use of a certain grammatical rule, but needs a criterion for every grammatical rule.

3.2.2. BLEU score

As a general measure, we evaluate learner utterances with the bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) [19] score. BLEU is a popular index for evaluating the quality of machine translation (MT). BLEU score is given by equation (2).

\[
BLEU = BP \cdot \exp \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{1}{N} \log p_n \right) \quad (2)
\]

where \( p_n \) is the precision of \( n \)-grams in a learner utterance that is determined through comparison with reference sentences. \( N \) is usually set at 4, and \( BP \) is a brevity penalty, a coefficient for correction. A question from a teacher robot is used as the reference sentence when the teacher robot asks a question to the human learner first, and a sample answer presented by the peer learner robot is used as the reference when the teacher robot asks a question to the peer learner robot first.

BLEU is a general measure, though it is not perfect for evaluating if the learner utterance uses a specific expression correctly or not.

4. Experiments

4.1. Participants and experimental setup

We collected 37 participants between the ages of 18 and 24. They were Japanese university students who had acquired Japanese as their L1 and had learned English as L2. A total of 24 participants out of 37 had taken TOEIC test before. Their scores ranged between 320 and 980, with an average score of 620.

The participants were divided into the control and experimental groups, by referencing their TOEIC scores as a counterbalance. Eighteen participants were assigned to the control group, and the other nineteen were assigned to the experimental group.

The average TOEIC score of the control group was 616.8, and
4.2. Basic statistics of collected data

Every participant had 19 chances to respond to the robots including the 15 questions that were expected to be answered with the expressions that had been prompted to focus on each round. A total of 1,253 utterances were collected from the 37 participants. The average number of words in a learner utterance was 4.5. The total size of vocabulary was 691. The average time required for completing one round of the scenario was 10 minutes.

4.3. Analysis on effect of repetitive queries and implicit learning

Figure 2 shows the overall ratios of using the target expressions correctly for the 1st and 2nd round of the control group and experimental group. The effect of repetitive queries was obvious for both groups, and the degree of improvement was greater for the experimental group than for the control group. The improvement for the experimental group was 15 points while that for control group was 10 points.

Figure 3 shows the ratios of correct use of the causative verb, passive voice, and answering of negative questions. The causative verb was not practical to use orally. Some of the participants seemed confused between the causative verb and the perfect tense of “have”. The ratio of correct use stayed at a low level even after the repetitive queries, but the ratio for the experimental group showed a small improvement in the 2nd round. The passive voice of verbs was also difficult for the participants to use correctly. The ratios in the 1st round had a gap between the control group (17%) and experimental group (8%), but the improvement was 9 points for the control group while that was 16 points for the experimental group in the 2nd round. Answering negative questions was the easiest among the three expressions. Though the ratio of correct use was around 15% in the 1st round, it improved soon after repetitive queries. The improvement was 17 points for the control group and 18 points.
for the experimental group. Though the correct ratio itself is different between the expressions, every expression showed improvement in the 2nd round compared with the 1st round, and the improvement was greater for the experimental group.

Figure 4 shows the overall BLEU scores for the 1st and 2nd rounds of the control group and experimental group. The scores improved in the 2nd round for both groups, and the improvement was greater for the experimental group. Figure 5 shows the BLEU scores of the causative verb, passive voice, and answering of negative questions. The magnitude relation of the scores of the two groups was not always equal to that of the ratios of correct use shown in Figure 3, but the effect of repetitive queries was obvious, and the increase was greater for the experimental group compared with the control group.

5. Conclusions

We prototyped a joining-in type robot assisted language learning (RALL) system using two humanoid robots operated in Wizard-of-Oz method. We designed an extended scenario in which learners were asked similar questions expected to be answered with specific expression forms a number of times, and measured the effect of repetitive queries and implicit learning quantitatively with 37 participants collected. Specifically, we divided participants into two groups: a control group without implicit learning and an experimental group with implicit learning, and evaluated their answers with an expression-dependent measure and BLEU score. Both improved consistently as repetitive queries were made, but the improvement was greater in the case where learners responded to the system after repeating answering similar questions with hearing sample answers by the peer learner robot.

The next step is to verify the effect of repetitive queries and implicit learning on memory over a longer term. Furthermore, after collecting enough of a learner corpus to train a language model for the L2 learner speech, we will develop a fully automated system based on ASR. We will attempt to automatically generate dialogue scenarios from a variety of topics in CogInfocom [15].
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